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Adaptive coupled synchronization among
three coupled chaos systems and its
application to secure communications
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Abstract

In this paper, the adaptive synchronization method of three coupled identical chaos systems is proposed.
New generic criteria of global chaos synchronization and strict theoretical proofs are given. The unidirectional
(bidirectional) coupled system will synchronize by adding three adaptive feedback gain equations. As an
example, the three Rössler chaotic systems with unidirectional coupling are given to realize the adaptive
coupled synchronization; at the same time, the three Lorenz chaotic systems donate the bidirectional coupling
adaptive synchronization. This paper also extends the above adaptive synchronization method to secure chaos
communications through the method of chaos masking. Based on the three coupled identical Lorenz chaotic
systems, a novel method of chaos encryption is proposed, and the basic idea is that after encrypting two times in
two transmitters and one receiver, information signal can be recovered exactly at the receiver end. In consideration
of interfering random white noise, the results of encoding and decoding are simulated and analyzed for the
multistage chaos synchronized system. By analyzing the characteristics of noise, this paper presents a de-noising
method using wavelet transform. At last, a secure communications method for high amplitude information signal
transmission based on chaotic masking is studied. With the MATLAB, the effects of signal de-noising could be
demonstrated.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the idea of synchronization of chaotic
systems has received a great deal of interest among scien-
tists from various fields [1–8]. In their seminal paper,
Pecora and Carroll addressed the synchronization of cha-
otic system by using a drive-response configuration. The
basic idea is to use the outputs of the drive system to con-
trol the response system so that the trajectories of the re-
sponse’s outputs can synchronize those of drive system. So
far, many synchronization schemes have been developed
such as adaptive synchronization approach [9, 10], system
approach [11], and system decomposition approach [12].
More recently, many useful methods have been devel-
oped. We have also investigated chaos synchronization

between two coupled identical systems, from a rigorous
mathematical approach.
However, for three coupled (even more) identical

systems, the stability of periodic orbit and chaos
synchronization are much more complex, and there
does not seem to be much result reported in the litera-
tures about this special synchronization configuration
[13–16]. In the recent work, the authors propose the sim-
ple generic criteria for realizing the chaos synchronization
respectively according to the way of coupling. The generic
criteria can be satisfied by choosing nine suitable coupled
coefficients of three coupled chaotic systems. In the paper
of Lu [17], the adaptive synchronization method for
coupled system with multi-systems is proposed; this
method can avoid estimating too many values of coupling
coefficient by adding some adaptive feedback gain equa-
tions. In this paper, we improve the adaptive
synchronization method of the paper and establish the
global synchronization criteria for three coupled chaotic
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systems via unidirectional or bidirectional linear error
feedback approach. In this method, the adaptive feedback
gain equations are replaced with the values of coupling co-
efficients. This method can avoid the difficulty of design-
ing the adaptive feedback gain equations. At the same
time, it needs estimate fewer coupling coefficients than
the method in the paper [18].
Over the past decades, there has been tremendous

interest in studying the behavior of chaotic system. Cha-
otic systems are characterized by a number of features,
such as sensitive dependence on initial conditions; aperi-
odicity, random-like behavior, continuous broadband
power spectrum, and so on. These properties coincide
with the requirements for signals applied in secure
communication systems. A large variety of encryption
algorithms have been proposed for realizing chaotic
communication since Pecora and Carroll proposed
synchronization of chaotic systems. Up to now, many
chaos-based secure communication systems have been
proposed, which can be roughly classified into the fol-
lowing categories: chaotic masking (addition method)
[19], chaotic switching [20], chaotic modulation (inclu-
sion method) [21], digital communication [22], and in-
verse system approach [23]. One can refer to [24] for a
recent survey. In chaotic communication schemes, a
chaotic system is used as transmitter and the infor-
mation signal is mixed at the transmitter end to gen-
erate a chaotic transmit signal, which is then
transmitted to the receiver end. The receiver is also a
chaotic dynamic system constructed based on the
structure of transmitter and it is able to synchronize
the transmitter by receiving the transmit signal. Once
synchronization is achieved, the information signal is
recovered by the receiver. The main idea is that cha-
otic signal can be used as a carrier and transmitted
together with an information signal to a receiver, and
at the receiver end chaos synchronization is employed
to recover the information signal. There is a problem
on how to improve the security of the chaos secure
system. Until now, most of the literatures are all about
second order of chaos synchronized secure communi-
cation system [25–32], and only a few papers investigate
the multistage chaos synchronized secure communication
system [33, 34].
There are many methods [35–39] to improve the se-

curity of chaotic communication. In [40], a linear output
feedback synchronization approach for chaotic Genesio
system with application to secure communications is
described. The sufficient condition of stable asymptotic
synchronization and the boundary of feedback gain are
given, based on the linear stability theorem. In [41],
Chua’s chaotic synchronized systems and its main prop-
erties are investigated and a multistage chaotic synchro-
nized systems for secure communication is proposed. It

is down that the message signal hidden in chaotic carrier
of the systems can be perfectly reconstructed, and the
bandwidth, the characteristic of distortion, and the level
of security are improved. The chaos masking method
based on multistage chaotic synchronization system for
secure communications, to some extent, enhances the
degree of security, as the message is not only just added
to the chaotic carrier signal twice but is also decrypted
twice. For example, in [42], a new method of global
chaos synchronization among three different structures
of chaotic systems is proposed under the framework of
drive-response systems based on Lyapunov stabilization
theorem; then, this method is applied to secure com-
munication through chaotic masking. At last, it ana-
lyzes the characteristics of noise and then presents a
de-noising method using wavelet transform. With the
MATLAB, the effects of signal de-noising could be
demonstrated.
This work, inspired by previous works, improves the

security of the chaos secure system by adding the second
order of chaos synchronized secure communication sys-
tem to multistage ones, that is, it proposes a novel
method of chaos encryption using three coupled identi-
cal systems. After encrypting in the first two coupled
systems, encryption is done again in the later two
coupled systems. This system designs simpler than the
ones designed in [43, 44] and can employ more states
easily. More significantly, this method can be extended
to four or even more order chaos synchronized secure
communication system. Due to the uniqueness of the
three coupled chaos synchronization secure com-
munication system, the possibility for an interceptor to
extract the information from the transmitted signal is
therefore greatly reduced.
Considering the noise in existence in the chaotic sys-

tems, we study the random white noise perturbing for
the signal. In addition, eliminate the noise using wavelet
transform. In order to maintain synchronization between
the transmitter and receiver, the ratio of the power of
the chaotic carrier to the information signal should be
greater than approximately 30 dB to guarantee a fairly
small distortion on the chaotic attractor. In [45, 46], Li
proposes a secure communication method for high-
amplitude information signal transmission based on
chaotic masking. The degree of security is enhanced
because the amplitude of information signal is equivalent
to that of chaotic signal. At the receiving end, an adaline
is adopted to maintain the chaotic synchronization of
transmitting and receiving systems and simultaneously
recovers the information signal. For a definite chaos
system, the lower the frequency of information signal,
the smaller the error of the recovered signal and original
signal. Besides, Chua’s circuit is considered as an illus-
trative example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
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proposed method. This paper improves the above
method, designs an adaptive controller by using two at-
tenuation factor, and adjusts the amplitude significantly.
As the change of attenuation factor, the information sig-
nal can be selected within a relatively big range. Recently,
Xu et al. [47–49] proposed a crowdsensing-based wireless
communication data processing methods. In [50], Zheng
deals with the problem of secure communication based
on multi-input multi-output (MIMO) chaotic systems.
Moreover, since the amplitude of messages in traditional
schemes is limited because it would affect the quality of
synchronization, the proposed scheme is also improved
into an amplitude-independent one. This paper improves
the method in [51] and transmits a high-amplitude
discrete signal using two attenuation factors. At the
receiving end, it restores the information signal by
decrypting twice. Well effect has been acquired in the
experiment.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

show the adaptive synchronization of three Rössler sys-
tems with unidirectional coupling. In Section 3, adaptive
synchronization of three Lorenz systems with bidirec-
tional coupling is discussed. In Section 4, the secure
communication theory and multistage chaos synchro-
nized system for secure communications are shown.
The noise resistance effects for the transmitter of a
signals and wavelet de-noise are shown in Section 5.
In Section 6, we show the transmission of a high-
amplitude discrete signal. Finally, conclusions are
drawn.

2 Adaptive synchronization of three Rössler
systems with unidirectional coupling
With respect to two coupled chaotic systems, by uni-
directional coupling we mean that the behavior of re-
sponse system is dependent on the behavior of
another identical drive system, but the second one is
not influenced by the behavior of the first. But the
situation is very different to consider the synchro-
nization of three chaotic systems with unidirectional
coupling.
Consider the classical Rössler chaotic system

:
x1 ¼ − x2 þ x3ð Þ
:
x2 ¼ x1 þ ax2:
x3 ¼ x3 x1−cð Þ þ b

8<
:

where xi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the state variables and a, b, c are
positive real constants, where a = 0.2, b = 0.2, and c = 5.7,
so that the Rössler system has chaotic attractors. Here,
we consider the unidirectional coupling among three
identical Rössler chaotic systems

:
x1 ¼ − x2 þ x3ð Þ−d1 x1−y1ð Þ
:
x2 ¼ x1 þ ax2:
x3 ¼ x3 x1−cð Þ þ b
:
y1 ¼ − y2 þ y3ð Þ−d2 y1−z1ð Þ
:
y2 ¼ y1 þ ay2:
y3 ¼ y3 y1−cð Þ þ b
:
z1 ¼ − z2 þ z3ð Þ−d3 z1−x1ð Þ
:
z2 ¼ z1 þ az2:
z3 ¼ z3 z1−cð Þ þ b

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

Selecting the synchronization errors as follows:

e11 tð Þ ¼ x1 tð Þ−y1 tð Þ; e21 tð Þ ¼ y1 tð Þ−z1 tð Þ; e31 tð Þ ¼ z1 tð Þ−x1 tð Þ
e12 tð Þ ¼ x2 tð Þ−y2 tð Þ; e22 tð Þ ¼ y2 tð Þ−z2 tð Þ; e32 tð Þ ¼ z2 tð Þ−x2 tð Þ
e13 tð Þ ¼ x3 tð Þ−y3 tð Þ; e23 tð Þ ¼ y3 tð Þ−z3 tð Þ; e33 tð Þ ¼ z3 tð Þ−x3 tð Þ

ð2Þ
And we have e31 = − e11 − e21, e32 = − e12 − e22, e33 = −

e13 − e23.
Assuming that
:
d1 ¼ k1e

2
11;

:
d2 ¼ k2 e221−e11e21

� �
;
:
d3 ¼ k3 e221 þ e11e21

� �
:

k1 ; k2 ; k3 > 0; ð3Þ
According to formulas (2) and (3), the dynamical error

system is written as follows:

:
e11 ¼ −e12−e13−d1e11 þ d2e21:
e12 ¼ e11 þ ae12:
e13 ¼ x1e13 þ y3e11−ce13:
e21 ¼ −e22−e23−d2e21−d3e11−d3e21:
e22 ¼ e21 þ ae22:
e23 ¼ y1e23 þ z3e21−ce23

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

2.1 Theorem 1
The coupled system (1) will synchronize for any initial
values (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)); (y1(0), y2(0), y3(0)); (z1(0), z2(0),
z3(0)); d1(0); d2(0); d3(0). That is, eij→ 0 as t→∞, (i, j =
1, 2, 3).

2.2 Proof
We construct a Lyapunov function

V ¼ 1
2

"
e211 þ e212 þ e213 þ e221 þ e222 þ e223 þ

1
k1

d1−d�
1

� �2
þ 1
k2

d2−d�
2

� �2 þ 1
k3

d3−d�
3

� �2#

where d�
1; d

�
2; d

�
3 > 0 are to be determined. Since the

Rössler system is chaotic, we assume |x1|, |y1| ≤M1,
|y3|, |z3| ≤M3, where M1, M3 are positive constants.
The time derivative of V along the orbits of the sys-
tem (1) is
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P ¼

d�
1 0

−M3 þ 1
2

d�
2 þ d�

3

2
0 0

0 −a 0 0 0 0
−M3 þ 1

2
0 −M1 þ c 0 0 0

d�
2 þ d�

3

2
0 0 d�

2 þ d�
3 0 −M3 þ 1

2
0 0 0 0 −a 0
0 0 0 0 −M3 þ 1

2
−M1 þ c

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

ð5Þ
The symmetrical matrix P will be positive definite if

positive constants d�
1 , d�

2 , and d�
3 satisfy the following

inequalities

d1 d2 þ d3ð Þa2 c−M1ð Þ2−1=4a2 C−M1ð Þ d2 þ d3ð Þ
� M3

3−2M2 þ 1
� �

> 0

ð6Þ
Obviously, (6) holds if d�

1, d
�
2, and d�

3 are large enough.

That is,
:
V is negative semi-definite for e11, e12, e13, e21, e22,

e23, d1, d2, and d3. Thus, e11; e12; e13; e21; e22; e23; d1−d�
1;

d2−d�
2; d3−d�

3∈L∞.

Since
:
V≤−eTPe and P is positive definite, one hasZ t

0
λmin Pð Þ e21 þ e21 þ e21

� �
dt≤

Z t

0
eTPedt≤−

Z t

0

:
Vdt≤V

� e11 0ð Þ; e12 0ð Þ; e13 0ð Þ; e21 0ð Þ; e22 0ð Þ; e23 0ð Þð Þ
where λmin(P) is the minimum eigenvalue of the sym-
metrical positive definite matrix P. It follows that e11,
e12, e13, e21, e22, e23 ∈ L2. We have

:
e11;

:
e12;

:
e13;

:
e21;

:
e22;

:
e23

∈L∞ from error system (4). Therefore, by Barbalat’s lemma,
e11, e12, e13, e21, e22, e23→ 0 as t→∞.
In numerical simulations for coupled system with

Rössler systems, Fig. 1 shows the synchronization errors
of the coupled system with three Rössler systems for k1 =
0.1, k2 = 0.3, and k3 = 0.5. The initial states of three
coupled systems are the following: x1(0) = 0.1, x2(0) = 0.1,
x3(0) = 0.1; y1(0) = 0.2, y2(0) = 0.2, y3(0) = 0.2; z1(0) = 0.3,
z2(0) = 0.3, z3(0) = 0.3; d1(0) = 0.5, d2(0) = 0.4, d3(0) = 0.3.

From Fig. 1, we can see that the three coupled Rössler
chaotic systems realize synchronization in a short
amount of time, so the above generic criteria of global
chaos synchronization are effective.

3 Adaptive synchronization of three Lorenz
systems with bidirectional coupling
Next, the synchronization of three chaotic systems with
bidirectional coupling is studied. In this section, we select
one adaptive feedback gain equation to reach for the goal.
Consider the classical Lorenz chaotic system

:
x1 ¼ a x2−x1ð Þ
:
x2 ¼ cx1−x1x3−x2:
x3 ¼ x1x2−bx3

8<
:

where a = 10, b = 8/3, and c = 28, so that the Lorenz
system has chaotic attractors.
The three Lorenz systems using bidirectional coupling

can be written as

:
x1 ¼ a x2−x1ð Þ−d 2x1−y1−z1ð Þ
:
x2 ¼ cx1−x1x3−x2:
x3 ¼ x1x2−bx3:
y1 ¼ a y2−y1ð Þ−d 2y1−x1−z1ð Þ
:
y2 ¼ cy1−y1y3−y2:
y3 ¼ y1y2−by3:
z1 ¼ a z2−z1ð Þ−d 2z1−x1−y1ð Þ
:
z2 ¼ cz1−z1z3−z2:
z3 ¼ z1z2−bz3

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

where a = 10, b = 8/3, and c = 28, so that the Lorenz sys-
tem has chaotic attractors.
Selecting the synchronization errors as follows:

e1 tð Þ ¼ x1 tð Þ−y1 tð Þ; e4 tð Þ ¼ y1 tð Þ−z1 tð Þ; e7 tð Þ ¼ z1 tð Þ−x1 tð Þ
e2 tð Þ ¼ x2 tð Þ−y2 tð Þ; e5 tð Þ ¼ y2 tð Þ−z2 tð Þ; e8 tð Þ ¼ z2 tð Þ−x2 tð Þ
e3 tð Þ ¼ x3 tð Þ−y3 tð Þ; e6 tð Þ ¼ y3 tð Þ−z3 tð Þ; e9 tð Þ ¼ z3 tð Þ−x3 tð Þ

ð8Þ

and we have e7 = − e1 − e4, e8 = − e2 − e5, and e9 = − e3 − e6.
Assuming that

:
V ¼ e11

:
e11 þ e12

:
e12 þ e13

:
e13 þ e21

:
e21 þ e22

:
e22 þ e23

:
e23 þ 1

k1
d1−d�

1

� � :
d1 þ 1

k2
d2−d�

2

� � :
d2 þ 1

k3
d3−d�

3

� � :
d3

¼ e11 −e12−e13−d1e11 þ d2e21ð Þ þ e12 e11 þ ae12ð Þ þ e13 x1e13 þ y3e11−ce13ð Þ þ e21 −e22−e23−d2e21−d3e11−d3e21ð Þ
þ e22 e21 þ ae22ð Þ þ e23 y1e23 þ z3e21−ce23ð Þ þ d1−d�

1

� �
e211 þ d2−d�

2

� �
e221−e11e21
� �þ d3−d�

3

� �
e221 þ e11e21
� �

¼ −d1e
2
11 þ ae212 þ x1−cð Þe213− d2 þ d3ð Þe221 þ ae222 þ y1−cð Þe223− 1−y3ð Þe11e13 þ d2−d3ð Þe11e21− 1−z3ð Þe21e23

þ d1−d�
1

� �
e211 þ d2−d�

2

� �
e221−e11e21
� �þ d2−d�

2

� �
e221 þ e11e21
� �

≤−d�
1e

2
11 þ ae212 þ M1−cð Þe213− d�

2 þ d�
3

� �
e221

þ ae222 þ M1−cð Þe223 þ M3−cð Þe11e13 þ d2−d3ð Þe11e21 þ M3−1ð Þe21e23
¼ − e11j j; e12j j; e12j j; e21j j; e22j j; e23j jð ÞP e11j j; e12j j; e12j j; e21j j; e22j j; e23j jð ÞT

where
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:
d ¼ k 3e21 þ 3e24

� �
; k > 0: ð9Þ

According to formulas (8) and (9), the dynamical error
system is written as follows:

:
e1 ¼ ae2− 3d þ að Þe1:
e2 ¼ ce1−e2−x1e3−y3e1:
e3 ¼ x1e2 þ y2e1−be3:
e4 ¼ ae5− 3d þ að Þe4:
e5 ¼ ce4−e5−y1e6−z3e4:
e6 ¼ y1e5 þ z2e4−be6

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð10Þ

3.1 Theorem 2
The coupled system (7) will synchronize for any
initial values (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)); (y1(0), y2(0), y3(0));

(z1(0), z2(0), z3(0)); d(0). That is, ei→ 0 as t→∞, (i =
1, 2,⋯, 9).

3.2 Proof
Construct a Lyapunov function

V ¼ 1
2

e21 þ e22 þ e23 þ e24 þ e25 þ e26 þ
1
k

d−d�ð Þ2
� �

where d* > 0 is to be determined. Since the Lorenz sys-
tem is chaotic, we assume |y2|, |z2| ≤M2, |y3|, |z3| ≤M3,
where M2, M3 are positive constants. The time derivative
of V along the orbits of system (7) is

Fig. 1 The convergence dynamics of the error system
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The matrix P will be positive definite if positive con-

stants d� > M2
2

4b þ aþcþM3ð Þ2
4 −a , because with this condi-

tion, all the principal minor determinants of matrix P
are positive. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we ob-
tain e1; e2; e3; e4; e5; e6;

:
e1;

:
e2;

:
e3;

:
e4;

:
e5;

:
e6; d∈L∞ , e1, e2, e3,

e4, e5, e6 ∈ L2. By Barbalat’s lemma, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6→ 0
as t→∞, then

e1; e2; e3; e4; e5; e6; e7; e8; e9→0 t→∞ð Þ

In numerical simulations for coupled system with
Lorenz systems, Fig. 2 shows the synchronization errors
of the coupled system with three Lorenz systems for
k = 0.1. The initial states of three coupled systems
are x1(0) = 0.1, x2(0) = 0.1, x3(0) = 0.1; y1(0) = 0.2, y2(0) =
0.2, y3(0) = 0.2; z1(0) = 0.3, z2(0) = 0.3, z3(0) = 0.3;
d1(0) = 0.5.
From Fig. 2, like in Section 2, we can see that the

three coupled Rössler chaotic systems realize syn-
chronization in a short amount of time, so the above
generic criteria of global chaos synchronization is
effective.

4 The secure communication theory and
multistage chaos synchronized system for secure
communications
In this section, the multistage chaos synchronized system
scheme proposed above is applied to chaotic secure com-
munications system. Secure communication has been an
interesting field of application of chaotic synchronization
since the last decade. Due to their unpredictability and
broadband spectrum, chaotic signals have been used to
encode information by simple masking (addition) or using
modulation. These chaotic characters of sensitive depend-
ence on initial conditions and random-like behavior make
the chaos signal be fit for applying in secure communica-
tion. In chaotic communication schemes, a chaotic system
is used as transmitter and the information signal is mixed
at the transmitter end to generate a chaotic transmit
signal, which is then transmitted to the receiver end. The
receiver is also a chaotic dynamic system constructed
based on the structure of transmitter and it is able to
synchronize the transmitter by receiving the transmit
signal. Once synchronization is achieved, the informa-
tion signal is recovered by the receiver. It should be
noted that the power of the information signal is re-
quired to be sufficiently lower than that of the cha-
otic carrier.

:
V ¼ e1

:
e1 þ e2

:
e2 þ e3

:
e3 þ e4

:
e4 þ e5

:
e5 þ e6

:
e6 þ 1

k
d−d�ð Þ

:
d

¼ e1 ae2− 3d þ að Þe1½ � þ e2 ce1−e2−x3e3−y3e1ð Þ þ e3 x1e2 þ y2e1−be3ð Þ þ e4 ae5− 3d þ að Þe4½ �
þ e5 ce4−e5−y1e6−z3e4ð Þ þ e6 y1e5 þ z2e4−be6ð Þ þ 1=k d−d�ð Þk 3e21 þ 3e24

� �
¼ − 3d þ að Þe21−e22−be23− 3d þ að Þe24−e25−be26 þ aþ c−y3ð Þe1e2 þ aþ c−z3ð Þe4e5 þ y2e1e3 þ z2e4e6 þ d−d�ð Þ

� 3e21 þ 3e24
� �

¼ − aþ 3d�ð Þe21−e22−be23− aþ 3d�ð Þe24−e25−be26 þ aþ c−y3ð Þe1e2 þ aþ c−z3ð Þe4e5 þ y2e1e3 þ z2e4e6
≤− aþ 3d�ð Þe21−e22−be23− aþ 3d�ð Þe24−e25−be26 þ aþ cþM3ð Þ e1j j e2j j þ aþ cþM3ð Þ e4j j e5j j þM2 e1j j e3j j
þM2 e4j j e6j j

¼ − e1j j; e2j j; e3j j; e4j j; e5j j; e6j jð ÞP e1j j; e2j j; e3j j; e4j j; e5j j; e6j jð ÞT

P ¼

aþ 3d� −
aþ cþM3

2
−
M2

2
0 0 0

−
aþ cþM3

2 1 0 0 0 0

−
M2

2
0 b 0 0 0

0 0 0 aþ 3d� −
aþ cþM3

2
−
M2

2

0 0 0 −
aþ cþM3

2 1 0

0 0 0 −
M2

2
0 b

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

ð11Þ

where
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However, the recent researches show that even with
chaotic dynamics completely hidden most of known
models of chaotic communication are insecure. They are
insecure against some very weak attacks, including non-
linear dynamics forecasting and reconstructing. Apart
from this, slow encryption speed and weakness in resistance
to channel noise are also the serious inherent drawbacks of
chaotic cryptosystems. For the reason given above, we have
to explore the algorithm with higher security.
Based on above discussion and analysis, within the

drive-response configuration, this paper presents a
method about twice encryption based on multistage
chaos synchronized system for secure communications.
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed secure communication
system consisting of two transmitters (or drive sys-
tems) at the sending end and one receiver (or response
systems) at the receiving end. As it is shown in Fig. 1,

xi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n) and yi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n) are the two drive
chaotic systems, zi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n) is the response cha-
otic systems. Firstly, the transmitted signal s(t) is the
sum of the information signal i(t) and the output var-
iables x1 (or x2, x3) of the first chaotic transmitter at
the sending end. Then, the mixed signal is transmitted to
the second transmitter yi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n), as is seen in Fig. 3.
Add the transmitted mixed signal to the output variables
y1 (or y2, y3) to be the pretend of the chaos signal :s tð Þ ,
which will be transmitted to the receiver end. At the re-
ceiver end, when the synchronization occurrence among
three identical chaos systems, the original information
signal i(t) can be recovered from the mixed ï(t). In this
method, the original information signal i(t) has two
encryption processes, one is xi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n) and one is
yi (i = 1, 2,⋯ n), so if one wants to obtain the original in-
formation signal i(t), he has to decrypt the transmitted

Fig. 2 The convergence dynamics of the error system
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mixed signal €s tð Þ twice. Considering chaos signal depend-
ing on initial values, obviously, by comparison with the
original chaos masking mode, this method has higher
security.

5 The noise resistance effect for the transmitter of
a discrete signal and wavelet de-noise
The sensitivity of noise is also an important research
area for chaos communication. However, to the best of
our knowledge, few profound and general results have
been reported in the literature so far because of the
complexity.

5.1 Analyzing the discrete signal with random white noise
perturbation
The channel constitutes an absolutely necessary part of
communication system, and noise in the channel is un-
avoidable. Noise and information signal existed in the same

process of radio communications. The existence of the
noise is more or less inevitable. In the secure com-
munication, the transforming information signal is
easy to mask by noise. However, in certain nonlinear
systems, including electronic circuits and biological
sensory systems, the presence of noise can enhance
the diction of weak signal.
In order to analyze the noise resistance effect for the

signal, we consider the random white noise, as is shown
in Fig. 4.
When the signal-noise ratio is 5 dB, we analyze its

effect for the transmitter of discrete signal. Suppose m(t)
is the discrete signal, let the transmit signal be s(t) =
m(t) + x1(t) + n(t), n(t) be random white noise. From
Fig. 3, we have

:
s tð Þ ¼ s tð Þ þ y1 tð Þ , €s tð Þ ¼ :

s tð Þ þ z1 tð Þ.
Suppose

:
m tð Þ is the first recovery of information signal

and €m tð Þ is the second one. According to Fig. 3 and sys-
tem (7), let the transmitters be

Fig. 3 Method about secondary encryption based on chaotic synchronization

Fig. 4 Random white noise and frequency spectrum. a Random white noise signal. b Frequency spectrum
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:
x1 ¼ a x2−x1ð Þ−d 2x1−y1−z1ð Þ þ s tð Þ
:
x2 ¼ cx1−x1x3−x2:
x3 ¼ x1x2−bx3

8<
:

and

:
y1 ¼ a y2−y1ð Þ−d 2y1−x1−z1ð Þ þ :

s tð Þ
:
y2 ¼ cy1−y1y3−y2:
y3 ¼ y1y2−by3

8<
:

And let the receiver be

:
z1 ¼ a z2−z1ð Þ−d 2z1−x1−y1ð Þ þ €s tð Þ
:
z2 ¼ cz1−z1z3−z2:
z3 ¼ z1z2−bz3

8<
:

Numerical simulation was done by the MATLAB en-
vironment. Figure 5 depicts the numerical results. From
Fig. 5a, b, we can see the time series of x1 and x1 + y1.
The information signal m(t) is shown in Fig. 5c; obvi-
ously, the power of the information signal m(t) is lower
than that of the chaotic carrier x1 and x1 + y1. The trans-
mitted signal s(t) and the second transmitted signal

:
s tð Þ

with noise perturbation are shown in Fig. 5d, e; The
first recovery of information noised-signal

:
m tð Þ and

the second recovery of information noised-signal €m
tð Þ are shown in Fig. 5f, g. Figure 5h shows the error
of the information signal €m tð Þ−m tð Þ . Obviously, it is
easy to find that the information signal is recovered
after a short transmission. This method of secondary
encryption-based chaos synchronization of three
identical systems has two encryptions; compared to
traditional chaos masking mode, it can additionally
enhance the security of communication and is harder
to decode.
From Fig. 5a–h, with the random white noise per-

turbing, although the information signal m(t) can recover
after decoding, distortion occurs at the top of the signal,
and the curve is not as smooth as before. This is because
the error becomes large with the random white noise
perturbation. But the distorted information signal is less
useful in specific areas, and we should seek to the method
to mend the information signal for realizing its precision
of application.

5.2 Security analysis
There are many methods to improve the security of cha-
otic communication; the chaos masking method based
on multistage chaos synchronized secure commu-
nication system is a simple and effective technique. For
the first time, chaos synchronization of three identical
chaotic systems is applied to secure communication
through the method of chaotic masking. In the proposed
method, it can enhance the security of information

signal transmission; the reasons will be illustrated in the
following. In this scheme, information signal can be
transmitted in a form of any function pre-designed be-
tween a sender and a receiver and recovered exactly,
since the function is arbitrary and the scaling factor in the
above synchronization method is unpredictable.
For the above multistage chaos synchronized system

for secure communications, the main advantage of using
synchronization of three identical systems is that it is
very difficult for an eavesdropper to predict the stochas-
tic output of the chaotic transmitter. The proposed cha-
otic communication scheme is totally different from the
traditional cryptosystems, due to employing three chaos
states for synchronization and encryption. If the eaves-
dropper wants to receive the information signal m(t),
one must use the state xi(t), (i = 1, 2,⋯, n) to predict the
system (y1, y2,⋯, yn), but the error is existent [52]. Then,
he uses the prediction information in which error exists
to predict the system (z1, z2,⋯, zn); obviously, this is dif-
ficult and, at the same time, the error will be magnified.
So, the chaos synchronization of three identical systems
method can enhance the security of signal transmis-
sion and also improve the vulnerable points of chaotic
masking.
In other things, every chaotic system has a different

state, and we can select a different state. For example,
the information signal m(t) can be added to the state
xi(t) and can be also added to the state xj(t), (i ≠ j). In
the same way, there are different state yi(t) that can be
selected to carry the transmitted mixed :s tð Þ; and at the
receiving end, the transmitted mixed €s tð Þ can be trans-
mitted to the different state zi(t). In the mentioned cases,
if the eavesdropper wants to get the information signal
m(t), he must detect the correct state xi(t), yi(t), and
zi(t), but that is very difficult or even impossible; he can
only get the inaccurate information signal. And again,
we can select different chaotic systems as the transmit-
ters (or drive systems) at the sending end and one
receiver (or response systems), and they may be
hyperchaotic systems, or even different order, which will
be more difficult for the eavesdropper to detect. So the
proposed multistage chaos synchronized secure commu-
nication system has important theoretical and experi-
mental value.

5.3 Wavelet de-nosing
Wavelet transform makes the decomposition of the
original signal into detailed signal and approximate
signal, which implements by translation and expan-
sion of wavelet mother function. Although the wavelet
transforms (WTs) are being used to process fault sig-
nals of power system widely, wavelet transforms can
only filter white noises and are useless to filter col-
ored noises.
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Fig. 5 Transmission of a signal through the chaotic systems. a The chaos signal x1. b The chaos signal x1 + y1. c The signal m(t). d The first
transmitted noised-signal s(t). e The second transmitted noised-signal

:
s tð Þ. f The first recovered signal

:
m tð Þ. g The second recovered signal €m tð Þ.

h. Error of the information signal €m tð Þ−m tð Þ
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The expression of wavelet function is defined as
follows

ψa;b tð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
aj jp ψ

t−b
a

� �
ð12Þ

where a is the scale parameter and b is the time parameter.
Wavelet function (12) shows an expansion.
When the parameter b varies, wavelet function acti-

vates with timeline. A cluster wavelet functions format
when parameter a and b change at the same time. Signal
f(t) can make decomposition by the cluster wavelet
functions.
Considering the arbitrary signal f(t), the wavelet func-

tion can be defined as follows

W a; bð Þ ¼
Z ∞

−∞
f tð Þψ�

a;b tð Þdt

The steps of threshold de-noising method based on
usual wavelet transform are briefly described as

(1)Obtaining wavelet coefficients W by selecting
suitable wavelet and making decomposition of the
original signal.

(2)Calculating wavelet threshold and selecting suitable
threshold method then choosing wavelet coefficients
in order to get new wavelet coefficient Wδ.

(3)Obtaining signal after de-noising by making inverse
wavelet transform to wavelet coefficient Wδ.

Process the noised-signal as mentioned above. Simu-
lated by MATLAB numerical value method, the effects
of do-noising could be analyzed. After threshold de-

nosing, reconstruct the de-noising signal in order to
highlight the trend of original signal and keep up its
smooth and similarity. Figure 6 presents the recovered
discrete signals after wavelet de-noising; obviously, they
are much smoother than that of Fig. 5g. Simulation re-
sults show that the algorithm is effective to reduce the
impacts of random noise.

6 The transmission of a high-amplitude discrete
signal
One of the drawbacks of secure communication using
synchronization of chaotic system is the limitation of the
amplitude of the confidential messages. Usually, they
have to be small enough in order to be masked by the
chaotic signal (addition method) or in order to preserve
the chaotic behavior (inclusion method). This constraint
obviously limits the ratio of the transferred information
with respect to the channel signal.
In this section, we use the three-grade chaos syn-

chronization system for secure communication to trans-
mit a high-amplitude discrete signal. In the transmitter,
an adaptive controller is adopted to pick up the change
of high-amplitude discrete signal, and to inject the con-
troller's error into the transmitting system. At the same
time, the information is directly added to the chaotic
signal in transmission to drive the receiving system. In
the receiver, another adaptive controller is used to main-
tain chaotic synchronization of the transmitting and
receiving systems and to recover the information signal.
Since the synchronization error is independent from the
information signal and, at the same time, we adopt two
attenuation factors, the power of the information signal
can be equivalent to that of the chaotic signal, even

Fig. 6 Discrete signal after wavelet de-nosing. a Processed by default threshold. b Processed by regulated threshold
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much lower. So the frequency of the information signal
can be set within the range of the principal frequencies
of the chaotic signal.
According to Fig. 3 and system (7), let Lorenz chaotic

systems be the transmitters
:
x1 ¼ a x2−x1ð Þ−d 2x1−y1−z1ð Þ
:
x2 ¼ cx1−x1x3−x2 þmw1:
x3 ¼ x1x2−bx3

8<
:
:
w1 ¼ n h tð Þ−w1ð Þ
and

:
y1 ¼ a y2−y1ð Þ−d 2y1−x1−z1ð Þ
:
y2 ¼ cy1−y1y3−y2 þmw2:
y3 ¼ y1y2−by3

8<
:
:
w2 ¼ n h tð Þ−w2ð Þ
Let the receiver be

:
z1 ¼ a z2−z1ð Þ−d 2z1−x1−y1ð Þ
:
z2 ¼ cz1−z1z3−z2 þmw3:
z3 ¼ z1z2−bz3

8<
:
:
w3 ¼ n h tð Þ−w3ð Þ

where d is the control gain, and we can select it appro-
priately to get the synchronization of three chaotic sys-
tems with bidirectional coupling. h(t) is the information
signal with a high amplitude 100, as be shown in the
Fig. 7. m, n are attenuation factors, which will make the
information signal be transmitted successfully. Hence,
the power of the information signal can be equivalent to
that of the chaotic signal and the frequency of the infor-
mation signal can be set within the principal frequencies
of the chaotic oscillation. w1,w2,w3 are adaptive control-
lers for trace the signal at the transmitter and receiver
end.
Without the attenuation factors, transmitter systems

will lose original chaos characteristic when they mask
the high-amplitude signal h(t). Conversely, the high
amplitude has no effect on the chaotic system if it is
treated by attenuation factor m = 0.2, n = 0.1, as shown
in Fig. 8a, b. The experiment results show that phase

phenomena are probably caused while the amplitude of
input signal increase to some extent. Obviously, the fun-
damental frequency of the information signal is required
within the center frequency band of the chaotic signal.
This is because that the error of information signal

h(t) and controller w1 is added into transmitters, rather
than the information signal h(t) is added into transmit-
ters directly, therefore, the system still keep chaotic state
even if the amplitude of h(t) is high.
Numerical simulation was done by the MATLAB en-

vironment. The information signal h(t) is transmitted at
the receiving end by masking it into the chaotic signals
x2 and y2, as been shown in Fig. 9a. Suppose h1(t) is the
first recovered signal, h2(t) is the latter two recovered
signal, as shown in Fig. 9b, c. From Fig. 9b, c, processed
signal h(t) by the two attenuation factor can recover rap-
idly. This method not only expands the scope of trans-
mitted signal but it also has stronger practicability.
The results of theoretical analysis and numerical simula-

tion show that the presented method not only enhances
the degree of security of low-dimensional chaotic systems
but also significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio at
the receiving end.

7 Conclusions
The paper studies an adaptive synchronization scheme
of three coupled identical systems. Strict theoretical
proofs are given to the method for three unidirectional
coupled Rössler system and bidirectional Lorenz system.
From Figs. 1 and 2, we can see that the two generic
criteria of global chaos synchronization are effective; at
the same time, the three coupled (even more) identical
chaotic systems can be a foundation for chaos secure
communication.
Meanwhile, almost all the methods of breaking ciphers

are aiming mainly at second order of chaos synchronized
secure communication system based on chaos masking
but very few methods at multistage chaotic systems. So
in the framework of multistage chaotic synchronization
systems, we show that the above scheme could be ap-
plied in secure communication. We have provided an
example to illustrate the implementation of the scheme
for transmitting an information signal disturbed by

Fig. 7 The discrete information signal
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random white noise. The information signal transmitted
between two senders and one receiver can be recovered
through simple operation. In addition, we reconstruct
the original signal using wavelet de-nosing. Both theoret-
ical analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate that
the proposed system is of better security and high preci-
sion for recovered source signals even when channel

noise is very high. Moreover, the high-amplitude signal
transmitted between two senders and one receiver can
be recovered through simple operation. Numerical results
show the successfulness in transmitting the information
signal through chaotic carriers.
Besides, this paper mainly researches the synchronization

among three same order chaotic systems and the

Fig. 8 The chaotic states of transmitter systems. a The distortion state of transmitter system without attenuation factor. b The chaotic state of
transmitter system with attenuation factor

Fig. 9 The transmitted mixed signals. a The mixed signal m(t). b Recovered signal h1(t). c Recovered signal h2(t)
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application in secure communication. Furthermore, we
can seek the new methods to realize the global synchro-
nization among three different order chaotic systems
and their application in secure communication. The
realization of secure communication systems based on
three different order chaotic systems can enlarge the
range of usable chaotic systems and increase the difficulty
of information signal decryption. So, it has practical sig-
nificance on the development and application of chaotic
synchronization technology.
It is worth noting that the sensitivity of multistage

chaotic system synchronization to initial parameter and
noise is also an important research area for chaos com-
munication. However, to the best of our knowledge, few
profound and general results have been reported in the
literature so far because of the complexity. Besides, in
traditional schemes, the amplitude of the messages has
to be smaller than that of the chaotic system’s signal. In
other words, the message’s power spectrum should be
buried into that of the chaotic signal. Therefore, in order
to maintain synchronization between the transmitter
and the receiver, and to ensure that the chaotic signal
masks the messages, the dynamic range of the messages
has to be significantly smaller than that of the chaotic
scalar. In this paper, the amplitude of information signal
should be smaller than that of the chaotic signal in order
not to destroy the system chaotic behavior.
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